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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0060550A2] 1. Garage installation comprising a plurality of parking slabs transversely movable in an access plane, and a plurality of
parking platforms positioned side by side in a pit below of said parking slabs, each of said platforms being vertically movable between a lower
parking position and a raised drive-in position joining the access plane within a gap formed by transversely moving the parking slabs into positions
close to each other, characterised in that for protecting the pit (11) an automatic control system is installed such that each platform (1, 3...), which
has been last used to drive on or to drive off, is maintained in its raised drive-in position for covering the pit at the gap of the parking slabs (2, 4...)
until the control system will have been activated to actuate another platform, and in that within the area of the common access plane (10) barrier
means in front of said platforms for opening or closing the respective access are connected to the control system such that the partial barrier means
associated to each parking place will not open before all necessary raising and transverse movements of the platforms and parking slabs have been
finished.
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